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1 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Curvatures

1.1 Preliminaries

The techniques that we use to reduce curvature tensors into particular sets of components can be traced
back to early discussions of the motion of rigid bodies. Suppose that the centre of mass of a body moves
along a curve r(t). We can set up an orthonormal frame consisting of the tangent vector t, the principle
normal p along the direction of the variation of t and a third direction, the binormal b. The curvature
κ and the torsion τ of the curve are defined by the Serret-Frenet formulas (Serret 1851 and Frenet 1852)

ṫ = κp (1)
ṗ = τ b− κ t (2)
ḃ = −τ p (3)

The torsion describes the twisting of the plane containing the tangent vector and the principle normal.
The notion of curvature can be extended from curves to surfaces. If we pick a normal to the surface

at a point P it is possible to consider the variation of the normal along two independent directions along
the surface. If we rotate a plane about the normal, we generate a family of curves lying in the surface.
The maximum and minimum curvatures of these curves are coordinate independent quantities. Their
product defines the Gaussian curvature K(2) of the surface. Gauss found that the Gaussian curvature
could be expressed in terms of quantities which are intrinsic to the surface. His Theorema Egregium has
an elegant integral form. If we take a triangle T whose side are geodesics lying in the surface, with angles
A, B and C, then ∫

T
K(2) = A+B + C − π (4)

The proof can be found in Coxeter (1969).
In modern terms, the Theorema Egregium relates the Gaussian curvature to derivatives of the surface

metric. Today we recognise this combination of derivatives of the surface metric as the scalar contraction
of the tensor describing the intrinsic curvature.

1.2 General

The metric connection will be denoted by ∇. Modern relativists usually define the torsion and curvature
tensors by

T(X,Y) = ∇XY −∇Y X− [X,Y] (5)
R(X,Y)Z = ∇X∇Y Z−∇Y∇XZ−∇[X,Y ]Z (6)

A Levy-Cevita connection is one for which the torsion vanishes.
Given a set of basis vectors ea and dual basis forms ωa, the connection coefficients are defined by

Γabc = ωa(∇ceb) = −(∇cωa)(eb) (7)

We write Xa
;b for the components of the vector ∇bX and Rabcd for the components of R(ec, ed)eb.

The Lie derivative of a vector Y in the direction X is LXY = [X,Y]. For a Levy-Cevita connection,

LXY a = XbY a;b − Y bXa
;b (8)

in component notation. By extension to a covector ξ,

LXξa = Xbξa;b + ξbX
b
;a. (9)

The connection coefficients cancel only in a coordinate basis.
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1.3 Hypersurfaces

In d dimensions, a hypersurface is a submanifold of dimension d − 1. The hypersurface could represent
an initial value surface or a shell of matter, for example. It is very useful for a relativist to be able to
describe the geometry of hypersurfaces and to find convenient sets of coordinates.

In any local coordinate neighbourhood of the manifold, the surface can be defined by a function
Y (x) = 0. This condition allows to introduce a set of surface coordinates xi, i = 1 . . . d − 1. The final
coordinate is defined by y = Y (x). The metric can be expressed in the form,

g = σij(dxi +N idy)⊗ (dxj +N jdy)±N2dy2 (10)

where N i is called the lapse function and N is called the shift function. The embedding of the hypersurface
induces a surface metric σ. The two choices of sign correspond to whether ∂y is spacelike or timelike..

The vectors ei = ∂i provide a basis of tangent vectors to the surface. The normal to the surface is
provided by the covector

ñ = dy. (11)

The vector dual to ñ isobtained using the metric above,

n = ∂y −N i∂i. (12)

We have g(n, ei) = ñ(ei) = 0. The inverse metric can be expressed easily in terms of n,

g−1 = σij∂i ⊗ ∂j ±N−2n⊗ n (13)

In d-dimensional component notation, the normal covector and vector are na and na. These give a
corresponding expession for the surface metric,

σab = gab ∓N−2na nb (14)

Many textbooks use n̂ = N dy, which has unit length, for the normal form. However, there are
advantages in having a more general description when we have surfaces of dimension less than d − 1,
which we will now consider.

1.4 Gauss-Weingarten Relations

Suppose we have a metric g on a d-dimensional spacetime M and a sub-surface Σ of dimension m < d.
The Levi-Cevita connection ∇ on M induces a connection by projection onto the tangent space to Σ.
The relations between the two connectionsand are called the Gauss-Weingarten relations.

We can choose a set of basis vectors which includes vectors ei tangential to Σ and nI orthogonal to
all of the ei. Forms ωi and nI are dual to the vectors ei and nI . We call tensors with components along
ei or ωi tangential and those with components along nI and nI normal. Projection onto the tangential
and normal subspaces can be realised by projection operators P‖ and P⊥. In index notation, projections
can be indicated by using lower case indices i, j, . . . or upper case I, J, . . ..

The metric decomposes into tangential and normal parts,

g = σijω
i ⊗ ωj + ηIJnI ⊗ nJ . (15)

Now define the Weingarten coefficients,

kI ij = −ΓI ij (16)
aIJ

i = −ΓiJI . (17)

The quantity kI ij is known as the extrinsic curvature, and therefore it makes sense to call aIJ i the
extrinsic torsion. The normal/tangential decomposition chosen implies

ΓiIj = −ΓIij = kIij (18)
ΓJiI = −ΓiJI = aIJi (19)
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The hypersurface orthogonality of the normal forms nI implies that the extrinsic curvature is symmetric
in the tangential indices.

The original connection induces a connection on the tangent space ‖∇. It is useful to consider a ‘pure’
connection p∇ with purely tangential or purely normal components, defined by

p∇XY = P‖∇P‖X(P‖Y) + P⊥∇P⊥X(P⊥Y) (20)

The most valuable property of p∇ is that it is a metric connection for both σij and ηIJ . The connection
decomposes as

∇XY = p∇XY +W (X,Y) (21)

where the mixed normal-tangential components are

W (X,Y) = (kJijXi − aIJ jXI)Y Jej − (kJ ijXi − aIJ jXI)Y jnJ (22)

It follows that the p∇ connection has torsion, for example pTIJ
i = a[IJ]i. Formula (21) is all that we

need for the reduction of the curvature tensor in the next section.
The extrinsic curvature and torsion can be expressed elegantly in terms of Lie derivatives. Define,

DXY = P‖LX(P‖Y) + P⊥LX(P⊥Y). (23)

Applying the Lie derivatives to the metrics using (9) gives,

kIij = 1
2DIσij (24)

aIJi = 1
2DiηIJ − 1

2FIJi (25)

where
FIJ

i = [nI ,nJ ]i. (26)

The Lie derivatives are also useful for the remaining Weingarten coefficients,

ΓijK = ei ·DKej + kKij , ΓIJk = nI ·DknJ − aIJk. (27)

So that, for example
ui;J = DJu

i + kJ
i
ju
j (28)

where the indices indicate projections in the relevant direction. The connection coefficients expressed in
Serret-Frenet form are known as the Gauss-Wiengarten equations,

∇iej = ‖∇iej − kI ijnI (29)
∇inJ = aJ

I
inI + kJi

jej +DinJ (30)

If we only have to deal with a single surface, it is always possible to choose normal vectors with DinJ = 0
and ηIJ = δIJ (by taking lie transport LJei = 0), producing a set of equations similar to the Serret-Frenet
formulae.

1.5 Gauss-Codazzi Relations

The curvature tensor of the pure connection p∇ will be denoted by pR. The commutator of two reduced
derivatives ‖∇ acting on tangential vectors reproduces the curvature associated with the metric σij , i.e.
‖R. Explicit expressions for other components are given below.

Taking commutators of ∇ using the connection relation (21) leads to a reduction of the curvature
tensor,

R(X,Y)Z = pR(X,Y)Z + (p∇XW )(Y,Z)− (p∇YW )(X,Z) +
W (X,W (Y,Z))−W (Y,W (X,Z)) +W (pT (X,Y),Z) (31)
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The components give the Gauss-Codazzi relations,

Rijkl = pRijkl − kI ikkI jl + kI
i
lk
I
jk (32)

R I
i jk = kI ik;j − kI ij;k (33)

RI iJj = −kI ij;J − kIikkJkj − aJI i;j − aKIiaJKj . (34)
RIJ ij = pRIJ ij − kIkikJ jk + kIkjk

J
ik (35)

RiIJK = −aKIi;J + aJI
i
;K + 2k i

I ja[JK]
j (36)

RIJKL = pRIJKL − a I
K jaLJ

j + a I
L jaKJ

j . (37)

Note that the choice of lower or upper case indices imply projection in the corresponding direction. The
covariant derivatives commute with metric contractions. From the definition (6),

pRijkl = ‖Rijkl, pRIJkl = 0, pRIJKL = ⊥RIJKL + 2aJI ia[KL]
i (38)

where ⊥R is the curvature asociated with the metric ηIJ .
By taking traces of the above relations, we have a decomposition of the Ricci tensor,

Rij = ‖Rij − kIij;I − kIkI ij − ai;j − aIJiaJIj (39)
RiI = kIij

;j − kI ;i − ai;I + aI
Ji

;J + 2kJ ija[IJ]
j (40)

RIJ = ⊥RIJ − kI ;J − kI ijkJ ij − aJIi;i − aJIiai + 2aKIia[JK]
i (41)

where kI = σijkI ij and ai = ηIJaIJi. 1

For the Ricci scalar R,

R = ‖R+ ⊥R+ kIk
I − kIijkIij + aia

i − aIJiaIJi − 2∇ · a− 2∇ · k. (42)

where ∇ · k = kI ;I + kIk
I and ∇ · a = ai;i + aia

i. The Ricci scalar plays an important role in the
gravitational action.

The full expression for the Einstein tensor can be simplified by introducing the linear combinations

k̄Iij = kIij − σijkI (43)
āIJi = aIJi − ηIJai (44)

and the quadratic combinations

K(2) = 1
2

(
kIk

I − kIijkIij
)

(45)

T (2) = 1
2

(
aia

i − aIJiaIJi
)

(46)

The Einstein tensor is then

Gij = ‖Gij − 1
2
⊥Rσij − k̄I ij;I − kI k̄Iij − (ai;j − ak;kσij)− aIJi āIJj − (K(2) + T (2))σij (47)

GIJ = ⊥GIJ − 1
2
‖RηIJ − āJI i;i − aiāJIi − (kI;J − kK ;KηIJ)

−kIij k̄J ij + 2aKIia[JK]
i − (K(2) + T (2))ηIJ (48)

GIi = k̄Ii
j
;j + āI

J
i;J + 2kJ ija[IJ]

j (49)

For a surface of codimension one, the trace of the normal component reduces to

GII = K(2) − 1
2
‖R. (50)

When combined with the Einstein field equations, this is the Friedmann equation of cosmology.
If the normal component of the Einstein tensor vanishes, we recover a version of the Theorema

Egregium
K(2) = 1

2
‖R. (51)

The two-dimensional case is special because ‖R is locally a total divergence which integrates to give (4).
1Lie derivatives can also be used, e.g. kIi

j;I = |η|−1/2DI(|η|1/2kIi
j)
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1.6 Foliations

A special case of interest is when every point of the manifold M lies on a copy of the surface Σ. The
manifold has a foliation of codimension n when these surfaces are distinct. In this case we can choose
coordinates xI which label the individual surfaces. A special basis can be adapted to these coordinates,

nI = dxI , ωi = dxi +NI
idxI . (52)

where the NI i are called the shift vectors. The dual basis is

nI = ∂I −NI i∂i, ei = ∂i, (53)

where ∂I = ∂/∂xI and ∂i = ∂/∂xi. We could choose a normalised basis instead, but an advantage in not
taking the nI to be orthonormal is that the results apply to both timelike and spacelike surfaces.

In the coordinate basis, DInJ = DinJ = 0. Therefore D acts like the ordinary partial derivative for
the normal indices. Writing out the Lie derivatives of the metric (24) in the coordinate basis gives,

kIij = 1
2

(
∂Iσij −NIk∂kσij − σik∂jNIk − σjk∂iNIk

)
(54)

aIJ i = 1
2∂i(ηIJ)− 1

2FIJ i (55)

where the commutator is given in (26) and depends only on the shift vectors.
All of the Weingarten coefficients can be expressed in terms of kIij and aIJ i,

ΓiIj = −ΓIij = ΓijI = kIij , ΓIiJ = ΓIJi = −ΓiIJ = aJIi. (56)

1.7 Normal Coordinates

The components of the metric close to a surface take a simple form in normal coordinates. The essence of
normal coordinates is that they extend the connection away from the surface in way which is consistent
with the underlying geometry.

We take a surface Σ of dimension m with normal forms nI and set up the coordinates for a point
X. The first step is to find a geodesic γ through X which is orthogonal to the surface at the point of
intersection. The construction requires that there is only one such geodesic, which is true for points
sufficiently close to the surface.

Let ξ be a normalised tangent vector to the geodesic γ, and σ the geodesic distance from X to the
surface. At the point where the tangent vector meets the surface, set ξI = nI(ξ). The normal coordinates
are defined by (xi, xI), where xi is any surface coordinate and

xI = σξI (57)

Note that ξI is independent of σ.
The normal coordinate basis vectors are (ei, eI) = (∂i∂I). Two crucial identities are

[ξ, σeI ] = ξIξ (58)
[ξ, ei] = 0 (59)

where ξI = ηIJξ
J and ηIJ is the normal metric at the surface. The first identity follows from the fact

that the tangent vector components are

ξ = ∂σ = (∂σxI) ∂I = ξIeI (60)

and that ∂Iσ = σ−1xI . The second identity is simply the comutator of two derivatives.
If we apply the operator ∇ξ to the first identity, we find that ∇ξeI = 0 at the surface. The second

identity implies that ∇ξei = ∇iξ = ξI∇ieI , hence

∇ξei = ξIkIi
jej + ξIaI

J
ieJ (61)

evaluated at the surface.
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The metric components can be obtained from a simple Taylor expansion,

gab =
∞∑
n=0

1
n!
σn∇ξn(ea · eb) (62)

Similar expansions can also be obtained for the inverse metric, or for the determinant of the metric.
In order to evaluate the derivatives, we apply the operator ∇ξ to the identities (58),

∇ξneI =
n− 1
n+ 1

∇ξn−2R(ξ, eI)ξ (63)

∇ξnei = ∇ξn−2R(ξ, ei)ξ (64)

These equations can be used recursively.
The first few terms in the normal coordinate expansion are

gij = σij + 2kIijxI + (kIikkJjk + aIKiaJ
K
j −RIiJj)xIxJ (65)

giI = aJIix
J + 4

3RIJKi x
JxK (66)

gIJ = ηIJ − 1
3RIKJL x

KxL (67)

Similar expansions can also be obtained for gauge connections.

2 Applications

2.1 The Action Principle

It is possible to find a gravitational action for the situation where the manifold has a boundary on which
the intrinsic metric is fixed. This includes the physical situation where the boundary represents the initial
and final configurations. The manifestly covariant form of the action has boundary terms.

Consider a spacetime with boundary Σ which can be foliated by hypersurfaces. For codimension 1
(i.e. d = m+ 1) the metric ηIJ has a single component η. The Ricci scalar is given by,

R = ‖R+ kIk
I − kIijkIij − 2∇ · a− 2∇ · k. (68)

(The more commonly used notation is Kij = sign(η) |η|1/2kI ij .) In order to obtain an action which is
first order in normal derivatives, we define the action to be

S =
1

2κ2
d

∫
M
dµR+

1
κ2
d

∫
Σ

dµI k
I (69)

where κd is a constant and dµ is the volume measure dµI = |η|1/2dµ. The boundary terms cancel to give

S =
1

2κ2
d

∫
M

(
‖R+ kIk

I − kIijkIij
)
. (70)

The normal form nI and vector nI are independent of the metric, so that when we vary the metric,

δkIij = 1
2DIδσij . (71)

The volume terms in the variation of the action do not depend on the presence of a boundary, and must
give the usual Einstein term. Boundary terms arise from integration by parts of DIδσij = δσij;I + . . .,
resulting in

δS =
1

2κ2
d

∫
M
dµGabδgab −

1
2κ2

d

∫
Σ

dµI
(
kIij − kIσij

)
δσij . (72)

where Gab is the Einstein tensor. The Einstein equations are recovered if δσij = 0 on the boundary.
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2.2 Orbifolds

A simple generalisation can be applied to orbifolds. An orbifold can be obtained when a group of
isometries Γ acts on a manifold M̄. If the action of the group has fixed points, then the identification
M = M̄/Γ is an orbifold. If the fixed points of the group action lie on hypersurface of codimension 1,
then the result is a manifold with boundary.

Matter placed on the boundary has a distributional stress-tensor Tij = SijδΣ, where δΣ is the delta
function for the surface Σ. By unwinding the orbifold, the extrinsic curvature will satisfy junction
conditions obtained from the Gauss-Codazzi relations and the Einstein equations,

[kI ij − σijkI ] = −κ2
d|η|−1/2Sij (73)

The orbifold symmetry implies [kI ij ] = −2kI ij , hence the boundary conditions are

kI ij − σijkI = 1
2κ

2
d|η|−1/2Sij (74)

According to (72), these can be derived from an action

1
2κ2

d

∫
M
dµR+

1
κ2
d

∫
Σ

dµI k
I +

1
2

∫
Σ

dµLm (75)

where Lm is the matter action. The metric is now alowed to vary on the boundary.

2.3 Hamiltonian formalism

For timelike normal vectors, we can inroduce the lapse function N , defined by ηIJ = −N2. The usual
extrinsic curvature Kij = −N kI ij . Examining of the variation of the action (72) from a canonical
perspective, we infer that the gravitational momentum is

pIij = 1
2κ
−2
d (Kij −Kσij)|σ|1/2. (76)

The action can now be written in a covariant canonical form,

S =
∫
M
ddx

(
pIijDIσij −NH

)
(77)

where
H = 1

2 |σ|
−1/2G(ij)(kl)p

IijpJkl + 1
2κ
−2
d |σ|

1/2 ‖R (78)

and the Wheeler-DeWitt metric is defined by

G(ij)(kl) =
1

2κ2
d

(
σikσjl + σilσjk − 2σijσkl

)
(79)

G(ij)(kl) = 2κ2
d

(
σikσjl + σilσjk −

2
d− 2

σijσkl

)
(80)

We can also use (54) and integration by parts to express the action in the alternative form

S =
∫
M
ddx

(
pIij∂Iσij −NH−NI iHi

)
(81)

where Hi = 2pI ij |j .

2.4 Killing fields

In many situations the metric has a set of continuous symmetries associated with killing vector fields ei
and we may decompose the curvature with respect to the subspaces spanned by these killing fields. If
we assume that the symmetries transform any given point into a submanifold of dimension m, then the
decomposition proceeds as before.
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The symmetry of the metric is expressed by the condition

Ligab = 0. (82)

According to eq. (9), this implies that Γaib + Γbia = 0. From LigIj = 0 we get,

DIei = 0 (83)

From LiηIJ = 0 we get
aIJ

i = − 1
2FIJ

i. (84)

From Liσjk = 0 we get,
ei(σjk) = cijk + cikj (85)

where
[ei, ej ] = cij

kek. (86)

The surface connection coefficients are Γijk = 1
2 (−cijk − cjki + ckij).

The decomposition has features recognisable from non-abelian gauge theory in d−m dimensions, with
gauge field NI

i and Lie algebra (86). For example, using (83-85), we find that

DIσ
ij = ∂Iσ

ij −NIkσilcklj −NIkσjlckli (87)

and
FIJ

i = ∂JNI
i − ∂INJ i −NI jNJkcjki (88)

In the special case FIJ i = 0, then there is a (local) gauge in which NI i = 0. In general, we can obtain
a simple relation between FIJ

i and the Einstein tensor from (49),

GI i = ηIJ k̄Ji
j
;j − 1

2F
IJ
i;J − kJijF IJj (89)

We replace the covariant derivative of the extrinsic curvature with a Lie derivative by (28),

k̄Ii
j
;j = Dj k̄Ii

j − aIJ j k̄Jij − cijkkI jk + ckj
jkIi

k. (90)

However,
DikIjk = 1

2DiDIσjk = 1
2DIDiσjk = 0. (91)

Similarly, for the extrinsic torsion term,

F IJ i;J = DJF
IJ
i − kJijF IJ j + ΓJJKF IKi (92)

The mixed components of the Einstein tensor become

GI i = − 1
2 |g|
−1/2DJ(|g|1/2F IJ i)− cijkkI jk + ckj

jkIi
k, (93)

where |g| is the determinant of the metric. The final two terms vanish if the Lie algebra of the killing fields
is semi-simple. We can use this equation to investigate under what circumstances FIJ i = 0, allowing the
gauge choice NI i.

2.5 Further reading

H S M Coxeter, Introduction to geometry For a simple discussion of the curvature of surfaces and
more historical details.
M Spivak, A comprehensive introduction to Differential Geometry For a comprehensive intro-
duction to Differential Geometry and some good jokes.
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